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5 Successful Healthcare Marketing Campaigns You Can Learn From

Digital is still a largely unexplored channel when it comes to healthcare marketing. With the high
level of regulation in the industry, it’s not surprising that marketers in this vertical are, on average,
two years behind their counterparts in other industries.
In the last few years, however, B2B healthcare marketers have been catching up. In fact, more
than 85% of marketers in the field are already using a content marketing strategy. In 2016, 74% of
healthcare marketers said they would produce more content than ever before.
Historically, healthcare marketing was dominated by formality and dry facts. However, healthcare
marketers are now starting to embrace more emotional and personalized forms of communication
to reach their audiences. Professionals in the industry are employing campaigns that are daring,
smart and even humorous, despite the traditionally more conservative approach to healthcare
marketing.
Brands that are new to digital marketing or looking to revamp their marketing techniques can
learn a great deal from innovative industry pioneers. Here are five inventive B2B healthcare
marketing campaigns that can serve as an inspiration for those who want to boost engagement
and build brand awareness.

Reimagining Healthcare Analytics by Optum:
A Multichannel Reinvention Campaign
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A provider of advanced health system solutions, Optum was aware of the challenges associated
with effectively marketing B2B healthcare offerings. However, the young brand, which was
established in 2011, has already positioned itself as a market leader. One of the main forces
behind Optum’s success has been its transition from traditional marketing to groundbreaking
content marketing and thought leadership.
To create thoughtful content that effectively engaged its target audience, the marketing team at
Optum first researched and analyzed their target market so that they could better understand the
distinct types of buyer personas and what their pain points and challenges were. The team then
used the insights to develop informed and applicable content and determined the best way to
reach each persona type.
Optum realized that to effectively communicate the value of its products, it first needed to
educate the market on the importance of healthcare analytics. As a result, in 2015, Optum
launched Reimagining Healthcare Analytics— its most notable and comprehensive campaign to date.
The campaign sought to present healthcare analytics in a new light through an informative and
multichannel content campaign.
Optum launched the campaign by releasing an eBook – Moneyball Analytics – which the brand
then “reimagined” into a series of infographics, videos, white papers, articles, podcasts, emails,
blog posts, and direct mail. Each piece of content illustrated the importance of healthcare
analytics in a digestible and relatable format. Optum’s inspirational campaign moved away from
the confines of traditional healthcare marketing efforts and instead opted for a wholesome
approach to content distribution.
Within 18 months, the Optum team created 1,000 different pieces of content that were
downloaded 8,500 times via gated contact forms, which provided the brand with a steady stream
of warm leads. The campaign attracted nine million impressions and surpassed results projections
by a whopping 250%.
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Optum continued its efforts in the digital space, and, in 2017, it released an integrated campaign
called How Well Gets Done. The campaign aims to build awareness for the brand among health
system buyers via high quality content, such as case studies, blog posts, videos, and a dedicated
landing page. Optum also experimented with documentary filmmaking and released a short film
about a liver transplant patient called Day Zero.

The Pulsara Blog by Pulsara: A Continuous Stream of
Useful Content

The next example of outstanding B2B healthcare marketing comes from Pulsara, a provider of
software solutions that improve telecommunication access services for patients and healthcare
providers alike. Pulsara’s solutions allow real-time communication between paramedics and
hospital staff to ensure faster treatment of patients in critical condition.
Explaining the benefits of a healthcare telecommunication software is not easy in a field like
emergency care where face-to-face communication is the norm. That’s why Pulsara decided to
educate its audience with meaningful, useful and easy-to-grasp content. The brand launched a
blog in 2014, and has invested in its development ever since.
Through thoughtful blog posts, Pulsara helps emergency healthcare service providers
find relevant and useful information. The content also allows the brand to explain the
practical applications of its solutions. The style and language of the posts are accessible and
understandable, and focus on technical aspects only when absolutely necessary.
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Pulsara’s blog content is segmented into three main categories: Stroke, STEMI, and EMS; each
category pertaining to a different segment of healthcare providers. The site also has a fourth
section called Press, where the brand publishes company-related news.
Pulsara promotes the blog content on its social media channels to drive further social
engagement. As a result, the brand has over 38,000 likes on its Facebook company page and a
growing follower base on Twitter and LinkedIn.
To further communicate the value of its offerings, Pulsara recently launched a series of posts
called The Internet of Lifesaving People, a play on The Internet of Things. By using a widely-known
phenomenon, the series aims to connect healthcare professionals online and create a better
network that helps their work.

Cardiovascular Information Systems by Lumedx: A Series of
Informative Webinars

Lumedx is a provider of cardiovascular information systems that assist healthcare providers in a
variety of areas, including surgery, cardiac and vascular catheterization, and cardiac MRA. While
Lumedx is still a rather small company, its powerful technology and innovative approach to
marketing have positioned it as an industry leader.
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Lumedx takes an unconventional approach to reaching its highly specific audience. The brand
chose a webinar format to discuss topics that matter to cardiovascular healthcare providers, and
to provide information that can help them expand their knowledge. The webinars ensure visibility
for the brand in the industry, and help generate more high-quality leads.
Lumedx’s series of webinars cover topics such as clinical data integration and data analysis
strategies. In the series, healthcare providers share their insights and experiences in dealing with
such issues.
The Lumedx team complements the webinars with a comprehensive content and social media
strategy. They consistently publish in-depth, data-rich blog posts on relevant webinar topics. The
brand also created explanatory videos for its YouTube channel, where healthcare professionals
discuss cardiovascular information systems, as well as other important themes.
The webinars generated considerable interest for Lumedx. The campaigns contributed to
improved engagement with more than 500 leads, which resulted in $600,000 in yearly sales. The
comprehensive content strategy also helped the small brand gain attention in a field dominated by
larger competitors.

Healthcare Compliance by IBM Watson: A Package of
Content Assets
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Watson, the Artificial Intelligence software created by IBM, fuels the development of businesses
from all industries across the globe. Watson offers healthcare service providers IT compliance
solutions as part of its supply chain offering. To popularize this healthcare application of Watson,
the tech giant turned to content marketing.
IBM Watson crafted a set of data-rich content assets to educate its prospects and spread the
word about its new products. The campaign consists of a dedicated webpage which contains
detailed information on Watson’s healthcare solutions. The brand also crafted an informative
infographic on integrating healthcare IT in a B2B environment, which provides statistics on
important factors affecting healthcare IT providers.

The campaign also includes videos and healthcare-related webinars, such as the Complying with
HIPAA and Affordable Care Act B2B/EDI Regulations webinar. The content is highly specific and
focuses on topics of high relevance to healthcare IT providers in the U.S., such as compliance with
industry and government standards.
In 2011, Watson also appeared on the show Jeopardy, which made it a celebrity overnight. It
surpassed the achievements of the show’s previous stars, Ken Jennings and Brad Rutter. The
game showcased Watson’s ability to process huge amounts of data with great accuracy. The
show helped IBM explain the value of Watson to healthcare professionals reason and how it can
be used to provide insight about symptoms and suggest treatments. Through its extensive and
innovative marketing efforts, IBM Watson has successfully entered the healthcare field.
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Healthymagination by GE Healthcare: A Philanthropic
Thought-Leadership Campaign

General Electric has successfully employed brand storytelling in a number of its campaigns in
recent years. Most notably, the company used these techniques to market its Healthymagination
program – a campaign that embodies GE’s revolutionary marketing approach and has earned the
brand much recognition.
The Healthymagination program aims to bring real change in how healthcare operates both for
patients and health services providers across the globe. The company has allocated $6 billion for
this goal, which is to be spent on research and development in healthcare. The goal of the program
is to make healthcare more affordable and accessible, as well as to improve its quality worldwide.
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As part of Healthymagination, GE uses inspiration and thought leadership to bring attention to its
healthcare products. It crafted print and broadcast campaigns, with TV ads running on MSNBC,
NBC and CNN. The brand also created online resources with powerful visuals and compelling
copy to bring attention to health concerns that affect people worldwide.
GE employed experiential marketing to raise awareness about the state of healthcare in
developing countries and to promote its global healthcare solutions. During the celebration of
the first anniversary of the campaign, the brand created three “movie sets”, which illustrated the
healthcare conditions in impoverished regions of the world. The sets included a clinic in rural
Africa, an urban clinic, and an emergency room. The medical staff who have worked in these
locations, shared their experience with more than 700 people and explained how GE provides
healthcare technology to places where it is direly needed.

Start Innovating Your Healthcare Marketing Campaigns
As these enlightening examples illustrate, B2B healthcare marketing has drastically improved in
recent years. Brands are employing bold campaigns that speak to both people’s reason and emotions.
In these examples we saw innovative companies that have employed various formats, such as highquality content, videos, webinars, and visual assets to educate and engage their audiences.
We hope these campaigns will give you inspiration to start looking for better and more engaging
ways to promote your healthcare brand. If you want to explore even more ways to create powerful
campaigns, get in touch with inSegment and learn how we can help you claim a leading place in your
industry.
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